General Terms and Conditions
General Business Terms and Conditions of Perfect Network, Inc., with its registered company
headquarters at 20120 Livorno Way, Porter Ranch CA 91326, California, United States of America, California
Corporate Number: 3420518 and the terms of Perfect Network, Inc. The General Business Terms and Conditions
further define and specify the rights and obligations of the parties in concluding future sales contracts of these
websites.

1) General provisions
Perfect Network, Inc. hereby issues the General Business Terms and Conditions. These terms and conditions of
Perfect Network, Inc. modify all relationships of Perfect Network, Inc. with all users (legal and natural persons)
of www.mytrees.global. Furthermore, these terms and conditions govern all Perfect Network, Inc.’s business
relationships that relate to advertising and marketing, data processing, network management, and brokerage
services.
Perfect Network, Inc. is a business company: Perfect Network, Inc. with its registered office at 20120 Livorno Way,
Porter Ranch CA 91326, California, United States of America, California Corporate Number: 3420518, represented
by Vladimira Anderson, Company Director.

2) Legal relations
Any of the above relationships that are not governed by these terms and conditions or agreed in writing in a
special agreement between Perfect Network, Inc. and the client, are governed by the Czech law and above all the
relevant provisions of Act No. 89/2012 Coll., the Civil Code (hereinafter referred to as the “Civil Code”), as amended,
Act No. 101/2000 Coll., on the Protection of Personal Data and (EU) No 2016/679 of the European Parliament and
of the Council on the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free
movement of such data, repealing the Directive, processing of my personal data and other related legislation.
Distinctive arrangements between the parties shall prevail over these terms and conditions.
The User, Client, or Provider hereby confirms to agree with the contents of the Perfect Network, Inc. General Terms
and Conditions.
Servers are designed for legal or physical persons and all business and non-business entities, regardless of the fact
that they are or may be available to persons who use them or can use them outside of the Czech Republic. Any
disputes shall be resolved by the laws of the Czech Republic.

3) Definitions
Agreement
Agreement on a future purchase agreement concluded in accordance with the provisions of § 1785 and following
and 2079 and following of the Act No. 89/2012 Coll., the Civil Code, based on which the applicant undertakes to
conclude with the Company (Perfect Network, Inc., with its registered office at 20120 Livorno Way, Porter Ranch CA
91326, California, United States of America, California Corporate Number: 3420518) a Purchase Agreement for a
specific amount specified in the Agreement number of designated FGTs. The company presents individual offers of
the amount of trees in the form of packages. At the same time, applicant empowers the Company to be able to sell
the trees and is entitled to a share of the remuneration.
The subject of the Agreement is the obligation of the future seller and the future buyer to conclude a purchase
agreement at the request of the other party, but not later than 12 years after the conclusion of the Agreement,
which will be the purchase and sale of movable things, i.e. a specified number of species-specific FGTs. The
purchase agreement will be concluded no sooner than when the FGT is be eligible for sale. At the same time, the
future buyers authorizes the prospective seller to sell the subject matter of the Agreement at the usual price.
These terms and conditions, the MY TREES Privacy Policy and the MY TREES Code of Conduct, in their current form
are part of the agreement, form a complete agreement between the Company and the Associate and supersede
any prior agreements, representations or actions.
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Package
Package mytrees100, package mytrees500, package mytrees1500, package mytrees3000,
package mytrees9000 or package mytrees15000.

MY TREES compensation and marketing plan
This document forms an integral part of the Agreement between the Associate and the Company. This document
includes detailed information about the types of bonuses paid by the Company to Associates, and about the
eligibility requirements for obtaining them, the ranges that can be achieved when moving through individual MY
TREES levels, and the rewards and rewards associated with each career level. In addition, it determines the method
of calculating the bonuses and the time and method of making them available to Associates.

Associate
Entrepreneur MYTREES (PMT), who electronically through the website www.mytrees.global accepted the proposal
of the agreement.

Active (business position)
Position of an Associate who has purchased any Package offered by the Company.

Permitted (business position)
Position of an Associate who has at least two personally sponsored Active Position in the Stronger Branch and at
least one personally sponsored Active Position in the Weaker Branch.

Binary system
A system that divides the Associates in minimally Active Position into two teams or branches: Stronger and Weaker
branch. Distribution is decided by the PMT (a particular sponsor).

MY TREES Position
Position owned or operated by one PMT under one username. Each PMT may have one (1) MY TREES position.

MY TREES ENTREPRENEUR (PMT)
A natural or legal person who is an entrepreneur within the meaning of Section 420 (1) of Act No. 89/2012 Coll.,
the Civil Code (hereinafter referred to as the “NOZ”) and owns one of the following packages: mytrees100 package,
mytrees500 package, mytrees1500 package, mytrees3000 package, mytrees9000 package, or mytrees15000
package. MY TREES entrepreneur is not an employee, Associate, agent, broker, licensee, or joint venture of the
Company. Some MY TREES Entrepreneurs may also have the title LÍPA (LINDEN), TOPOL (POPLAR), DUB (OAK), BUK
(BEECH), PLATAN (PLANE TREE) or SEKVOJA (REDWOOD), which are ranked by the Company in accordance with the
terms of this Compensation and Marketing Plan.
MYTREES100

PMT who owns mytrees100 package.

MYTREES500

PMT who owns mytrees500 package.

MYTREES1500

PMT who owns mytrees1500 package.

MYTREES3000

PMT who owns mytrees3000 package.

MYTREES9000

PMT who owns mytrees9000 package.

MYTREES15000

PMT who owns mytrees15000 package
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Bonuses
Direct Bonuses, Binary Bonuses and Generation Bonuses are defined in PART 4 - BONUSES.

Pools
Oak pool, Plane tree pool and Redwood pool together. All defined in defined in PART 4 - BONUSES.

Payout period
One week. Bonuses are calculated and paid weekly on Sunday, 23:00 CET, when the system closes a week (see
Point 1 in the Appendix).

WOW – volume of trades WOW
WOW is the abbreviation for volume trades created by a single PMT branch. WOW is used as the basis for bonus
calculation, with 1 WOW = 1 USD. WOW is the number of packages that Associates within each team buy on the
bottom line based on a two component system. The Company reserves the right to customize and modify WOW at
its sole discretion.

Total volume of trades (Total WOW)
Each package purchased on the MY TREES network system has a “WOW” assigned (see previous definitions).
The total volume of trades is the total amount of WOW accumulated since the Associate has reached the eligible
position. Total WOW is one of the criteria used to determine the level of leadership.

Provisional volume of trades (Provisional WOW)
Each package purchased on the MY TREES network system has a “WOW” assigned (see previous definitions). Part of
the total volume of transactions in the PMT branch, of which no bonuses have yet been but may be paid, is called
“commission”.

Obligatory production
The condition for PMT to obtain commissions and bonuses is the obligation to personally purchase at least 1 tree
per month. In the event that the PMT fails to do so, its position becomes inactive.

Transfer
WOW from which bonuses have not been paid and has not been assigned a “failed” or “canceled” status will be
transferred from one payout to the next when the position remains active. Unassigned WOW in the Stronger
Branch will be transferred to the next Payout Period.

Higher branch
Branch in a two component system with a larger volume of accumulated WOW in a Payout period.

Lower branch
Branch in a two component system with a smaller volume of accumulated WOW in a Payout period.

Bottom line
A complete set of relationships between PMT and his / her team in a two-component system. It is the pedigree
of each PMT.
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Generation
All PMTs who are directly sponsored by the PMT plus any person whose sponsor line comes from this
PMT. The first generation PMT is the PMT you have personally registered, the second generation are PMTs which
were personally registered by the first generation PMT you have personally registered.

Sponsor
The PMT, who agrees to bear responsibility for providing assistance with the trade and development of another
PMT in his own generation by teaching the PMT the business, helping him, encouraging, educating, and supporting
him. The “Sponsor” is also tasked with acquainting potential new PMT with MY TREES business opportunities and
helping them register as a new PMT. PMTs have the ability to sponsor an unlimited number of PMTs.

Levels of leadership
Once the requirements of MY TREES Compensation and Marketing Plan are met, a person in a business position is
transferred to a senior management level and is eligible for higher bonuses due to higher payout limits. These are
the so-called career levels.

Maximum payout limit
This is the highest possible amount of bonuses that can be earned from the Company on a trading position for the
Payout Period. Maximum amounts vary by business package type and line level.

Maximum risk exposure
This is the maximum total value of packages that PMT can own (see section 2 of the Appendix).

Personal reference link
A personal reference link is a unique URL that allows PMT to send a link to any Associates that you put on MY
TREES.
A potential Associate who logs on to www.mytrees.global by clicking on your link will be placed in the PMT team.
Subsequently, PMT has the option to place newly registered Associates in the My Office application in the Binary
Tree section.
A potential Associate will register under the PMT name and will be sponsored by the PMT whose last reference he
used when for the last time accessing www.mytrees.global and subsequent signing in.
If a potential Associate does not want to be registered under the name of the referenced link, he can change the
sponsor in the registration process as follows:
a) When completing the online registration form and before completing the registration, the potential Associate
may change the sponsor’s username.
b) PMT may use their Personal Reference Links in their communication, on their own personal websites, on
social media sites, and on other online and off-line products, in accordance with the rules set out in the MY
TREES Policy and Procedures.

Personally sponsored
Any PMT or candidate who has been registered with MY TRES by particular PMT.

Confirmed
Confirmed means that the business ID was entered in the MYTREE system at registration. The Associate does not
receive any payouts until his account is “confirmed”.
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Fast growing tree (FGT)
Rapidly growing woody plants are short-lived woody species with a mass gain significantly above the
average mass increase of other woody species. For their rapid growth and “yield”, they are grown as energy crops
for the production of renewable energy, as a source of quality wood, but also for the rapid restoration of green
stands that heal the landscape and the air.
The growth time is the middle growth period after which trees are cut in the forest. It depends on the type of forest
and on the rate of wood growth, due to the species composition of the forest, soil quality and climatic conditions.
The growth time in low forests are usually below the age of 20 years, in forests with a high trees of about
100 years.

Business presentation
Presentation for sale of Packages.

Free trading position
The position at which the Applicant registers for free and immediately joins the two components system, but does
not yet buy any Package. The applicant may stay in a free trading position for a maximum of 30 days.

4) How can you participate?
Any MY TREES Entrepreneur (PMT) whose application has been accepted and who owns the MY TREES Package
may use the Company’s offer in accordance with the rules hereunder.
By placement of the Package Offer on the website the Company calls the entrepreneurs to make business orders
for the purpose of concluding the Agreement. An entrepreneur expresses his will to conclude the Agreement by
filling in and submitting the form via the website. During the registration process, the applicant is required to fill in
the name, surname and e-mail address.
The Company expresses its will to conclude the Agreement by confirming the customer’s order to the e-mail
address of the interested party, which the interested party stated in the order.
The Agreement is made at the moment of receipt of a confirmation of the customer’s order by the Company to
the customer. From that moment on, the reciprocal rights and obligations arising from the Agreement and the
business terms and conditions that form an integral part of this Agreement arise between the interested party and
the Company.
The Agreement is concluded in the Czech or English language, the choice of the language version is the option of
the interested party when filling in the order.
Participation in the Business Presentation and subsequent registration in the system is completely free of charge.
“Free trading positions” created by fulfilling the free registration process is valid thirty (30) days after you open your
account. Then, if none of the Packages is purchased, these free positions are removed from the system and can no
longer be restored.

5) MY TREES Packages
Packages can be purchased either during the registration process or within thirty (30) days of the free of charge
registration on www.mytrees.global.
The system automatically generates invoices for each purchased mytrees package. These invoices are available
and can be downloaded from My Office. The invoice is authentic, without signature and stamp, in accordance with
applicable laws.
All purchases and costs are calculated in USD.
Payments for Packages are made through a transfer to the Company’s account at Raiffeisen Bank, account number
52746306/5500. The interested party is required to pay the price together with the correct variable payment
symbol, otherwise the Company will not be able to identify the payment and provide the requested performance
in time.
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Packages
The Company has compiled Packages containing various items with different bonus payment limits
and other benefits as well as costs related to them (see section 3 of the Annex). The package type is chosen
by the buyer without any restrictions.

Bonuses
PMT can earn the following five types of bonuses:
a) Direct bonus
b) Binary bonus
c) Generation bonus
d) Pools
e) Other rewards

Calculation of bonuses
Bonuses are calculated based on WOW. When purchasing packages, WOW is automatically counted.

Payment of bonuses
Bonuses are calculated in times and days specified by the Company, this payment schedule is described in detail in
section 4 of the Annex.

7) Conditions for Bonus Payments
Terms & Conditions
―― At the time of bonuses, the payee’s position may not be inactive. For bonuses, the position must be active for
a direct bonus or eligible for other bonuses.
―― The Associate and his / her business position must meet the conditions for different types of bonuses.
Permission requirements are checked whenever the system closes a week.

Conditions for payment of bonuses to a bank account
―― If Associates ask to have the money paid out through My office through until Friday midnight, they will be paid
on Wednesday of the following week.
―― The Company has the right to review and verify the eligibility of all transactions that the PMT has made
through the system. In addition, the Company also has the right to examine all claims and liabilities arising
from any other legal relationship between PMT and the Company. If the Company has any claim against the
PMT, the Company is entitled to set off this claim against the due amount that PMT requests to pay or hold the
money in custody until such claim has been resolved with the Company.

A) Direct bonus
Entitlement to a direct bonus arises when the Associate purchases any package. Direct bonuses appear
immediately in My office as awaiting payment.
―― If a trading position is not active at the time the system closes the week, Direct bonuses are not credited.
―― The weekly payout potential for Direct Bonuses is not limited.
―― PMTs have the ability to sponsor an unlimited number of PMTs.
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The amount of Direct Bonuses credited varies depending on purchased Packages.
―― Each time the mytrees100 package is purchased, the sponsor gets 10 USD.
―― Each time the mytrees500 package is purchased, the sponsor gets again 50 USD.
―― Each time the mytrees1500 package is purchased, the sponsor gets 150 USD.
―― Each time the mytrees3000 package is purchased, the sponsor gets 300 USD
―― Each time the mytrees9000 package is purchased, the sponsor gets 900 USD
―― Each time the mytrees15000 package is purchased, the sponsor gets 1500 USD

B) Binary bonus
Binary bonuses (which are basically merchandise bonuses) are created based on the WOW associated with the
Purchased Packages in the vertical line PMT.
Binary bonuses represent the following rewards:
―― If PMT has purchased a mytrees100 package personally, then he is entitled to a 5% of the commission WOW in
the weaker branch (lower volume branch) position
―― If PMT has purchased mytrees500 package personally, then he is entitled to a 8% of the commissioning WOW
in the weaker branch (lower volume branch) positions
―― If PMT has purchased mytrees1500 package personally, then he is entitled to a 10% of the commissioning
WOW in the weaker branch (lower volume branch) positions
―― Binary bonuses can be earned only on a legitimate trading position, after the software assesses which branch of
the position is weaker and thus has a lower WOW, and then calculates a Two-component bonus.
―― WOW, which was used in the particular week for the Weaker Branch during the Two-component bonus
calculation, gets the status “used”. The same process takes place in Stronger branches: WOW points equal to the
WOW points used for the Weaker Branch as the basis for calculating Two-component bonuses for a particular
week also get the status “Used” in the Stronger Branch.
―― If the trading position is not active at the time when the system closes a week, the WOW accumulated until that
time is assigned a “canceled” status.
―― If the trading position is not at the time when the system closes a week eligible, the WOW accumulated up to
that point is retained for one hundred and eighty (180) days, and at that time can be used to calculate the
bonus.
―― If the amount of the Two-component bonuses (calculated using the described method) is higher than the
maximum weekly payout limit for a particular type of trading position, as described in the appendix, only the
maximum possible amount is credited.
Levels are described in detail in PART – MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

C) Generation bonus
Generational bonuses are paid out of Two-component bonuses that PMT will earn in their own generations.
―― Generation bonuses are paid up to seven (7) generations in depth with different percentages, based on the
number of personally sponsored PMTs (see the following table).
―― First-level generational bonuses are paid to the sponsor for the position they are eligible for and which has in
fact received a two-component bonus. Second-level generational bonuses are paid to the sponsor’s sponsor
for the position he is eligible for and who has in fact received a 2-component bonus, etc.
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Percentage of generational bonuses by number of personally sponsored

Number of personally sponsored PMT

2

4

6

8

10

1st Generation

3%

3%

3%

4%

5%

2%

2%

3%

4%

1%

2%

3%

4th Generation

1%

2%

5th Generation

0,5 %

1%

2nd Generation
3rd Generation

6th Generation

0,5 %

7th Generation

0,5 %

The eligibility criteria for the Generation bonuses are as follows:
―― Business positions must be eligible, active, and eligible for Two-component bonuses.
―― Business positions must have the number of personally sponsored PMTs, as noted above.

7) Pools
Each time an Associate purchases the Package, a predetermined amount of such sales is placed in three (3) pools,
with a certain percentage of each fixed amount allocated to these pools. These pools are called “Oak pool”, “Plane
tree pool” and “Redwood pool”. Every 4 weeks the amount accumulated in each pool will be fairly divided and
credited to the cash account of Associates who have met the pool conditions. These Associates receive a stake
representing a certain amount of money they receive from one of the pools. Periods are assigned with numbers
consisting of the current year, slashes and base numerals, which grows one by one during the season during the
year, e.g. 2018/1 and 2018/2 represent the first, respectively the second four weeks of 2018.
Fundamentals of pooling
―― Amounts collected in the pools are allocated to eligible Associates at the end of each four-week period.
―― Amounts collected in the pools are allocated in proportion to the shares earned.
―― The current pool share value is available to pool members eligible for a particular pool. (Oak Pool - 5% of
Worldwide Sales, Plane tree Pool - 3% of Worldwide Sales, Redwood Pool - 2% of Worldwide Sales).
―― Nominal Value of the share is relative - it is constantly changing depending on the current amount collected
in the pool and also on the current number of Associates eligible for this pool. Values can only be determined
with respect to a particular moment.
―― There is no limit to the number of shares the Associates can obtain over any four-week period. (This means
that the structure of the given PMT is larger and larger, then the amount of share increases).
―― At the end of each four-week period, the shares are deposited in the bank, where the total number of shares
acquired is divided into the total pool value for determining the value of the individual shares in euro. The
relevant amounts are then credited to the cash account of all eligible Associates.
A) OAK pool
―― Associates who have achieved the rank of “Linden”, “Poplar” or “Oak” have the right to acquire shares in the
OAK pool after registering at least one (1) new personally sponsored Associate within the given four-week
period.
―― The number of shares is calculated using the following method:
―― In any four-week period, the system will review the number of newly registered Associates in generations of the
Associate seven (7) levels in depth (this is a similar algorithm used to calculate Generation Bonuses).
―― The number of newly registered Associates found in each generation is then multiplied by a multiplier that
varies by depth.
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―― An illustration of the method of calculation is the following example:
―― In the given period, the amount accumulated in the OAK pool is € 10,000. (worldwide sales
of 200,000 €, 5% is $ 10,000).
―― In the same period, the total number of shares in the OAK pool is 1 000. (total number of shares of all eligible
members 1000).
―― It means that the value of the share is 10,000 / 1,000 USD = 10 USD.
―― The number of shares that a particular Associate can earn is calculated as follows:
Generation
Depth

Amount of new
registrations

Generation
multiplier

Amount
of shares

1

3

7

21

2

4

6

24

3

2

5

10

4

1

4

4

5

8

3

24

6

6

2

12

7

3

1

3

TOTAL

27

98

It follows that in the given four-week period, the ASSOCIATES is entitled to a total of 98 shares, which
means that the Associate’s money account will be credited with 98 x 10 USD, that is 980 USD.

B) PLATANE TREE pool
Associates who have achieved the “BEECH TREE” or “PLANE TREE” rankings will be eligible to receive PLANE TREE
pool after receiving their own two-component bonuses each week in the four-week period when the system closes
a week.
―― The number of shares is calculated using the following method:
―― The basis for the calculation is the amount of Generational bonuses that the Associates have received.
―― During the given period, each $ 1 earned by Generational bonuses (including those listed as Pending Waiting
at My Office) has one (1) share in the PLATAN pool (for example, A registers B and receives $ 1000 in a twocomponent bonus , so A belongs to 3%, i.e. 30 USD, and it equals 30 shares in the Platinum pool).
―― The number of shares can be in decimal numbers. It is reasonable to use two (2) decimal numbers. For
example, $ 4.58 in Generation Bonuses equals 4.58 of a share
―― An illustration of the method of calculation is the following example:
―― The amount accrued in the PLATAN pool is $ 10,000 in the given period.
―― In the same period, the total amount of generational bonuses is USD 1,000, so the total number of shares is
1,000.
―― The value of share is 10 000/1 000 USD= 10 USD.
―― The number of shares that a particular Associate can earn is calculated as follows:
―― If the Associates earns 20.5 USD in Generation Bonuses, then this Associates is entitled to 20.5 shares in the
PLATAN pool.
This means that in the given 4-week period, the Associate’s cash account will be credited with $ 20.5 x 10,
or $ 205.
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C) Redwood pool
―― Associates who have achieved the “REDWOOD” rank will be eligible to receive shares in the
REDWOOD pool after receiving their own Two-component bonuses each week in a four-week period when the
system closes a week.
―― The number of shares is calculated using the following method:
―― The basis for the calculation is the amount of the binary bonus received by the Associates in the given four-week
period
―― In the four-week period, each one dollar earned by two-component bonuses (including those listed as Pending
in My Office), has one share in the REDWOOD POOL (Jana receives $ 1000 from a two-component bonus in the
observed period – that means she has 1000 shares in the REDWOOD POOL).
―― The number of shares may be two decimal numbers, for example $ 10.28 in two-component bonuses equals to
10.28.
―― An illustration of the method of calculation is the following example:
―― In particular period, the amount accumulated in the REDWOOD pool is $ 10,000.
―― In the same period, the total amount of binary bonuses of eligible persons is 2000 USD, i.e. the total number of
shares is 2000.
―― The share value is USD 10,000 / 2,000USD = USD 5.
―― The number of shares that a particular Associate can earn is calculated as follows:
―― If a Associate earns $ 55.5 in two-component bonuses, then this Associate is entitled to 55.5 shares in the
REDWOOD pool.
It follows that in the given four-week period, the Associates’ cash account in the example will be credited
with 55.5 x 5USD = 277.5 USD

8) Other rewards
Occasionally, the Company may declare MY TREES competitions, incentive programs and rewards. PMTs are always
informed of the conditions for participation in these competitions through electronic newsletters sent to the PMT
who have subscribed to them by the Company. After this announcement, the terms of participation will also be
available through My Office. Prices are non-transferable and cannot be paid in cash.

9) Management program
Achieving a higher level of leadership or rank allows PMT to earn more money because as PMT progresses with our
system, the maximum weekly bonus payout limits increase. In addition, eligible PMT will receive access to various
incentive rewards.
In order to obtain management authorization, the following criteria are examined:
―― The trading position must have the amount of WOW collected in its weaker branch, as shown below in the
table;
―― Business positions must have a number of leaders in their bottom line, as listed below in the table.
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MY TREES Management levels

WOW
(total points)
Clause 50%
+ Number of
qualified lines

Linden*

Poplar

Oak

Beech

Plane tree

Redwood

3 000

30 000

100 000

300 000

500 000

3 500 000

50 %

50 %
+ 2 lines
Poplar

50 %
+ 2 lines
OAK and 1
line POPLAR

50 %
+ 1 line
Beech and
2 lines OAK

50 %
+ 3 lines
PLANE
TREE

50 %

*This rank can reach trading positions with packages at least mytrees100 or mytrees500. POPLAR or higher
positions can only reach trading positions with the mytree1500 package.
Note: If you see two boxes in the same color in the RANGE row in the above table, it means that both branches
must have a minimum number of PMTs with a particular rank.

10) Asociated costs
Free business presentations and registration
Participation in our business presentation and subsequent registration in our system are two prerequisites in
order for you to apply for a PMT status. These two steps are completely free of charge, so everyone has the
opportunity to learn about the possibilities of doing business with MYTREE without having to pay for it. We do not
charge any fees or charges for any business or presentation, nor for any third party, whether or not it is affiliated
with us, so no one is entitled to receive money from participants and registered persons for these services.

Costs of commission payments
PMT will receive its bonuses on its bank account under certain conditions including certain fees set by the
Company (see section 6. of the annex).

Cost of unsuccessful bank transactions
The Company charges payment fees. In the event that the bank details that the PMT stated in the system are
incorrect and therefore the required money transferred to the PMT account is returned, the Company has the right
to charge the PMT the costs incurred in connection with the transaction and to reduce PMT’s payout amount.

Indirect costs
In addition to the above costs, PMT may also incur indirect costs associated with your MY TREES business, such
as telephone and Internet charges, travel, event organizing costs, training and training materials, etc. In any case,
PMT costs are paid by PMT. Before you decide to start a business with MY TRES, be sure to find out what additional
costs can be incurred.
―― mytrees IS NOT way to get rich fast.
―― mytrees IS NOT a commercial system that pays money for recruiting new members.
―― mytrees IS NOT a system that pays money without selling products or services.
―― mytrees IS NOT an investment company offering a collective investment scheme (SKI).
―― mytrees IS NOT a company selling its products on the basis of future contracts.
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11) Termination of the Agreement
The Company is entitled to terminate the contract immediately without the PMT having to pay any
compensation if:
a) PMT will be bankrupt or a bankruptcy petition will be filled with the court;
b) PMT (as a legal entity) will be terminated;
c) PMT’s fault will create a situation that affects the reputation of the Company;
d) PMT does not fulfill one or more of its obligations under the Agreement or other agreements with PMT or its
affiliates, even after providing a reasonable period to ensure fulfillment of its obligations.
e) PMT is more than 30 days late with payment.
If a force majeure event (as defined in Article 12) occurs and as a result the Company will not be able to fulfill
its obligations and determine that services will not be available beyond six months from that date, PMT and the
Company will each be entitled to withdraw from the agreement on written notice. In the case of force majeure,
compensation for possible PMT damages is excluded.

12) Other provisions
The applicant agrees to use distance means of communication when concluding the Agreement.
If certain parts of these terms and conditions are ineffective or unfeasible, the effectiveness and feasibility of other
terms remain unaffected. Thereafter, a condition that is as close as possible to the economic substance of an
ineffective or unenforceable provision applies to the parties.
Relationships and possible disputes between the parties will be settled exclusively under the laws of the Czech
Republic and will be dealt with by the relevant courts of the Czech Republic.
The contact details for the written contact with Perfect Network, Inc. to which these terms refer are clearly set out
at: Perfect Network, Inc. - Branch Branch Argentinská 286/38, Holešovice, 170 00 Praha 7
The Company carries out the business subject to its best capabilities and subject to agreement, unless it is
impeded by force majeure. Force majeure includes, among other things, third-party or suppliers fault, temporary
or inadequate availability of hardware, software, Internet connection or other telecommunication connections
necessary for performance of the Agreement, unavailability of websites managed by third party, and any other
situations that are
beyond the reasonable control of the Company. In case of force majeure, the Company is not obliged to
compensate for any damage caused by force majeure.
Perfect Network, Inc. it is entitled to modify or supplement these business terms and conditions and the conditions
of use of electronic systems at any time. The contractual relationship between Perfect Network, Inc. and the client,
the labor market agent, the media agent or the user, however, shall always be governed by the conditions effective
at the time of the conclusion of the service contract.
The personal data protection policy forms a separate document and is also part of the Agreement.
These terms and conditions and the conditions of use of Perfect Network, Inc. servers are valid and effective from
February 16, 2018.
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Annex 1
1. Week closing
The system closes each week every Sunday at 23:00 Central European Time (CET).

2. Maximum risk exposure
The company has set limits that, if exceeded, could cause excessive risk exposure. This limit is fifteen thousand
dollars (15,000 USD), which is the maximum total value of the packages that can be purchased from the Company
by a PMT registered as a natural person or as a natural person - entrepreneur. This limit does not apply to PMT
who is registered as a legal entity.

3. Summary chart of Packages
mytrees

mytrees

mytrees

mytrees

mytrees

mytrees

Type

100

500

1500

3000

9000

15000

Price (USD)

100

500

1500

3000

9000

15000

Binary maximum weekly
payout (USD)

200

1.500

6.000

15.000

50.000

100.000

The package price is the price excluded VAT. The company is not subject to value added tax.

4. Calculation and payment of bonuses
Bonuses are calculated when the system closes a week every Sunday at 23:00 Central European Time (CET). Every
Monday, no later than 12:00 CET (GMT), each type of bonus to be paid later will appear in My Office under My
Remuneration / Waiting for Payment. The only exception to this rule is Direct Bonuses, as they are listed under
My Rewards / Waiting for Payment immediately after purchasing the package. Buying a package means paying the
package price.
At 14:00 Central European Time (CET), exactly fourteen (14) days after their creation, bonuses are released to pay
for the PMT account.

5. Costs of transferring funds to another Associate via My Office
The cost of transferring funds to another Associate was set by the Company as follows: 0.2% of the amount
transferred or at least two dollars (2 USD), whichever is higher.
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